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Rewards and punishments: Informal contracting
through social preferences

Sylvain Chassang
Department of Economics, New York University

Christian Zehnder
Department of Organizational Behavior, University of Lausanne

This paper develops a positive model of informal contracting in which rewards
and punishments are not determined by an ex ante optimal plan but instead ex-
press the ex post moral sentiments of the arbitrating party. We consider a sub-
jective performance evaluation problem in which a principal can privately as-
sess the contribution of an agent to the welfare of a broader group. In the ab-
sence of formal contingent contracts, the principal chooses ex post transfers that
maximize her social preferences. We characterize the incentives induced by the
principal’s preferences, contrast them with ex ante optimal contracts, and derive
novel testable predictions about the way externalities are internalized in informal
settings.

Keywords. Informal contracts, social preferences, fairness, intent-based justice,
subjective performance evaluation, no punishment without guilt.

JEL classification. C72, D23, D86, K13, K42, L20.

1. Introduction

This paper develops a positive model of informal contracting in which rewards and pun-
ishments are not determined by an ex ante optimal contract but instead express the ex
post moral sentiments of the arbitrating party. We consider a subjective performance
evaluation problem in which the principal can privately assess the contribution of an
agent to the welfare of a broader group.1 The agent’s actions affect both his outcome
and that of the group. We assume that the principal cannot commit to transfer schemes,
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but instead implements transfers that maximize her social preferences ex post. This may
be because the principal does not have commitment power, is not physically present at
the ex ante stage, or because specifying fully contingent contracts is simply too com-
plicated. We show that social preferences impose plausible restrictions on patterns of
rewards and punishments, that are not captured by existing models of informal incen-
tives such as relational contracts.2 These restrictions have novel implications for the
internalization of different types of externalities.

The game form we use is straightforward. A principal can transfer resources between
an active agent, player A, and a broader group modeled as a single passive player P .
Player A takes a private action a ∈ {C�D} that induces stochastic payoffs for himself and
player P . Action C is a pro-social action that increases the expected payoff of player P
at the expense of player A. The principal observes realized payoffs, as well as an imper-
fect signal of player A’s behavior. The principal’s evaluation is subjective in the sense of
Baker et al. (1994): circumstantial evidence of player A’s behavior is available, but is not
usable by an external court.3 Transfers have an efficiency cost: the cost to the transfer-
ring party exceeds the value transferred to the receiving party. These costs reflect speci-
ficities in the transferred resources, promotions, and decision rights. The principal has
no commitment power, and chooses ex post transfers that maximize her social prefer-
ences. These transfers give rise to an informal incentive scheme that in turn determines
player A’s behavior.

Since the principal determines transfers ex post, social preferences are crucial to our
model. Ex post, a principal exclusively concerned with efficiency would never impose
costly transfers. In deterministic decision problems, the principal’s preferences coin-
cide with the inequity-averse preferences suggested by Fehr and Schmidt (1999).4 To
deal with the stochastic nature of our environment we extend their model to accommo-
date two forms of uncertainty: (i) exogenous uncertainty over outcomes given player
A’s action, and (ii) endogenous uncertainty over player A’s behavior. Motivated by ex-
perimental evidence, our specification places weight on both ex post (or allocative) fair-
ness, and ex ante (or procedural) fairness. Preferences over ex ante fairness make this
a nonexpected-utility model and the principal need not be consequentialist (Machina
1989): the perceived fairness of an unequal realized allocation depends on the fairness
of the underlying lottery that generated that outcome.

We show that two qualitatively distinct modes of informal justice can arise, depend-
ing on the weight that the principal places on ex ante versus ex post fairness. A large
weight on ex post fairness implies that rewards and punishments follow what we refer
to as outcome-based justice: transfers depend only on outcomes, ignoring all side in-
formation; there is no punitive justice, in the sense that transfers at most compensate

2See, for instance, Green and Porter (1984), Bull (1987), MacLeod and Malcomson (1989), Baker et al.
(1994, 2002), Levin (2003).

3Whether the principal’s signal is public or private plays no role in our setting. In richer contracting
environments MacLeod (2003) emphasizes the value of cross-checking mechanisms to elicit correlated in-
formation from the agent and the principal when signals are private.

4We pick Fehr–Schmidt’s model of social preferences because of its parsimony and tractability. Alterna-
tive models include Rabin (1993), Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004), Falk and Fischbacher (2006), Levine
(1998), Charness and Rabin (2002), Benabou and Tirole (2006).
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for realized inequality, and informal incentives induce a generically unique pure strat-
egy equilibrium. A large weight on ex ante fairness, in contrast, implies that rewards and
punishments follow intent-based justice: transfers depend both on payoff outcomes and
on any available side information; punitive transfers going above and beyond realized
inequality are possible; finally, there may be multiple equilibria, and equilibrium may
require mixing by player A.

Under intent-based justice, the principal only imposes punishments on the agent
if her posterior belief that the agent chose non-pro-social action D is sufficiently high:
because the principal cares about ex ante fairness, she is unwilling to punish an agent
she believes has behaved in a pro-social manner. Rewards and punishments reflect ac-
tual changes in the principal’s belief over the agent’s action. This contrasts significantly
with existing models of formal and informal contracting (including the seminal work of
Holmström (1979), Harris and Raviv (1979), Green and Porter (1984), or Bull (1987)) in
which the agent’s behavior is known in equilibrium, so that rewards and punishments
are conditioned on noise and do not reflect changes in posterior beliefs. We refer to this
property as the no-punishment-without-guilt restriction and show that it has significant
consequences on the way different externalities are internalized. Negative externalities
induce mixed strategy equilibria in which externalities are partially internalized. Posi-
tive externalities induce multiple pure strategy equilibria, under which externalities are
either fully internalized or not internalized at all.5

Finally, we outline efficiency properties of informal justice. Outcome-based justice
is efficient conditional on transfers and guarantees a minimum share of the efficient
surplus. However, it remains bounded away from first-best efficiency even as side in-
formation becomes precise. Intent-based justice admits a most pro-social equilibrium
that approaches efficiency as information becomes precise. However, intent-based jus-
tice may admit other equilibria achieving an arbitrarily low share of the efficient surplus.
In this sense, intent-based justice is potentially more efficient, but also less robust than
outcome-based justice.

Our work is related to relational contracting models that also place restrictions on
rewards and punishments in the absence of ex ante formal contracts (see, for instance,
Green and Porter 1984, Bull 1987, MacLeod and Malcomson 1989, Baker et al. 1994, 2002,
Levin 2003).6 Relational contracts restrict incentives by requiring them to be subgame
perfect in an appropriate repeated game. Our approach imposes that rewards and pun-
ishments maximize the ex post social preferences of the relevant decision-maker.7

5Positive and negative externalities are defined in reference to exogenously given status quo expected
payoffs. In a negative externality environment, action C leaves passive player P at her status quo payoff,
while action D brings player P below her status quo payoff. In a positive externality environment, action D

leaves player P at her status quo payoff, while action C brings player P above her status quo payoff.
6For more recent work on relational contracts, see Chassang (2010), Board (2011), Halac (2012), Fong

and Li (2010), Li and Matouschek (2013).
7Compte and Postlewaite (2015) also explore the idea that emotions place restrictions on informal in-

centives by studying a repeated game in which play is conditioned on emotional states rather than the full
history of past observables. In their framework, emotions are purely informational states that do not affect
preferences.
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Our analysis is related to Fudenberg and Tirole (1990), who study renegotiation in a
principal–agent problem. In their model the principal has no commitment power, and
contracts are renegotiated at an interim stage occurring after the agent’s decision, but
before outcomes are realized. At this interim stage, it is Pareto improving for the prin-
cipal to offer the agent insurance. Hence, there cannot exist an equilibrium in which
the agent puts effort with probability 1. Renegotiation would lead to perfect insurance,
thereby removing all incentives for effort. The interim contracts offered by the princi-
pal at the renegotiation stage can be interpreted as maximizing social preferences that
weighs both the principal’s profits and the agent’s expected utility.

Because the principal’s social preferences play a central role in our framework, this
paper belongs to the growing behavioral contracting literature. One strand of this liter-
ature takes contracts as given and contrasts their implications when agents are selfish
and when agents have social preferences.8 Another line of research investigates optimal
contracting in the presence of agents with social preferences.9 We argue that social pref-
erences define informal contracting heuristics, and study the patterns of punishments
and rewards they induce, as well as their effectiveness in sustaining efficient play.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our general framework.
Section 3 outlines benchmark properties of ex ante optimal contracts. Sections 4, 5,
and 6 characterize patterns of rewards and punishments, as well as equilibrium be-
havior under intent-based justice. Section 7 deals with the case of outcome-based jus-
tice. Section 8 discusses our modeling choices as well as directions for further research.
Unless mentioned otherwise, proofs are collected in Appendix A and Appendix S.B,
available in a supplementary file on the journal website, http://econtheory.org/supp/
2063/supplement.pdf. Appendix S.A (in the supplementary file) discusses the robust-
ness of our findings to various modeling assumptions and develops a simple model of
endogenous contract completeness.

2. Framework

We first describe our model, and then provide relevant examples. Two key features are
that (i) the principal cannot (or does not) commit to an ex ante contract and (ii) the
principal chooses ex post transfers that maximize her social preferences.

2.1 The formal model

Players, payoffs, and information A principal privately assesses the contribution of an
active player A to the welfare of a broader group modeled as a passive player P . Player

8For instance, several studies show that generous fixed wages induce fair-minded workers to increase
non-enforceable effort provision (Fehr et al. 1997, Falk and Gaechter 2002, Charness 2004). Other work
suggests that explicit incentives can reduce effort by crowding out pro-social motivation (Gneezy and Rus-
tichini 2000, Benabou and Tirole 2003, Ellingsen and Johannesson 2008, Falk and Kosfeld 2006).

9Experimental work shows that when agents have social preferences, non-enforceable bonus payments
are a powerful motivator (Fehr et al. 2007), linear payment rules may be optimal (Englmaier and Wambach
2010), and rigid ex ante contracts limit shading (Hart and Moore 2008, Fehr et al. 2011).

http://econtheory.org/supp/2063/supplement.pdf
http://econtheory.org/supp/2063/supplement.pdf
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P makes no strategic decisions, but her welfare enters the social preferences of the prin-
cipal.

Formally, player A takes a private action a ∈ {C�D} that affects her payoff and that
of passive player P . The principal observes consequences z = (u�x) ∈Z =U ×X , which
are a sufficient statistic for the players’ payoffs u ≡ (uA�uP), but also include a payoff-
irrelevant signal x, informative of player A’s behavior. Except when explicitly mentioned
otherwise, we assume that Z ⊂R

k is compact, with a nonempty interior.
We make a few technical assumptions. Let L denote the restriction of the Lebesgue

measure to Z and let f (z|a) denote the common-knowledge density of observable out-
comes z given action a against L. We assume that for all a ∈ {C�D}, density f (z|a) is
bounded below by some value h > 0. We refer to (Z� f ) as the environment and to its
restriction to payoffs (U�f|U) as the payoff environment.

Assumption 1. The log-likelihood ratio log(f (z|D)/f (z|C)) has no mass points under L:

∀l ∈R� L
({

z s.t. log
(
f (z|D)

f(z|C)

)
= l

})
= 0�

This assumption helps ensure that optimal transfer policies are unique.
Given a ∈ {C�D}, let ¬a denote the alternative action. We assume that payoffs

(uA�uP) are centered in the following way.

Assumption 2. We have

(centering) ∀i ∈ {A�P}�∃a ∈ {C�D} s.t. E[ui|a] ≥ 0 ≥ E[ui|¬a]
(conflict) E[uA|D]> E[uA|C] and E[uP |D]< E[uP |C]� (1)

Centering lets us interpret payoffs uA and uP as departures from either player’s out-
side option, i.e., from the counterfactual payoff each would obtain if the other player
was absent. Conflict restricts attention to cases where additional incentives are needed
to internalize externalities, and labels C as a pro-social action creating value for player
P at the expense of player A.

The purpose of Assumption 2 is only to reduce the number of cases covered in the
analysis. Our model of informal justice remains well defined when Assumption 2 does
not hold.

Transfers After observing state z, the principal can implement a transfer Tz ∈ [−Tmax�

Tmax] between the two players. This results in an incentive scheme T : z �→ Tz contingent
on state z. Transfer Tz has a dead-weight loss λ|Tz|, with λ > 0, accruing to the trans-
ferring party.10 We assume for simplicity that Tmax ≥ maxz |uA − uP |. By convention, a
positive transfer corresponds to a transfer from player A to player P . Let us denote by

uTA ≡ uA − T − λT+ and uTP ≡ uP + T − λT−

10We think of the cost of transfers as arising from specificities in the resources being transferred from
one party to the other. Appendix S.A shows that our analysis is robust to perturbations to social preferences
and to the cost of transfers.
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player A’s and P ’s payoffs net of transfers, and denote by uT ≡ (uTA�u
T
P ) the net payoff

profile.11

The principal’s problem We denote by π ∈ �({C�D}) mixed strategies of player A, and
interpret mixed strategies as pure strategies played by a population of players. Given
a belief π ∈ �({C�D}), the principal chooses a transfer scheme T to maximize social
preferences

V (π�T) =
∑

a∈{C�D}
π(a)(δE[�(uT )|a] + (1 − δ)�(E[uT |a]))� (2)

where �(u) ≡ uA + uP − α|uA − uP |, α ≥ 0, and δ ∈ [0�1].
These social preferences capture inequity aversion, preferences for ex ante as well as

ex post fairness, and betrayal aversion. Inequity aversion is captured by utility function
�(u) = uA + uP − α|uA − uP |, a simplified version of Fehr and Schmidt (1999)’s model.
When α> 0, the principal not only values utilitarian efficiency, but also dislikes inequity.
Our interpretation of uA and uP as departures from reference status quo payoffs plays
a role because of the inequity term |uA − uP |. Since the principal evaluates equity by
comparing deviations from outside options, shifts in reference payoffs change the prin-
cipal’s preferences over transfers. We assume throughout the paper that α > λ/(2 + λ).
In the opposite case, the efficiency loss of transfers outweighs their impact on equity and
the principal sets transfers identically equal to 0 (see Lemma S.A.1 in the supplementary
Appendix).

Preferences over ex post and ex ante fairness are captured by parameter δ. Term
E[�(uT )|a] evaluates the fairness of realized allocations and captures ex post (or alloca-
tive) fairness. Term �(E[uT |a]) evaluates the fairness of expected payoffs conditional
on action a and captures ex ante (or procedural) fairness. This class of preferences
is motivated by experimental evidence from Bolton et al. (2005), Charness and Levine
(2007), and others.12 As Machina (1989) highlights—using the example of a mother de-
ciding how to allocate a piece of candy between her two children and preferring a lottery
over any certain outcome—preferences for ex ante fairness cannot be captured by an
expected utility model. As a result, the principal in our model is not consequentialist.13

Betrayal aversion (see Bohnet and Zeckhauser 2004) follows from the fact that the
principal’s preferences V (π�T) over transfers T given π differentiate strategic uncer-
tainty π over actions and nonstrategic uncertainty f (z|a) over outcomes, given ac-
tions. Using the notation of (2), terms corresponding to ex ante fairness sum to∑

a π(a)�(E[u|a]), rather than �(E[u|π]).14 Interpreting mixed strategies as pure strate-
gies played by a population, the principal evaluates the fairness of each individual rela-
tionship between given players A and P , rather than fairness at the population level:

11By convention, T+ = max{T�0} and T− = max{−T�0}.
12See in particular Cushman et al. (2009), Schächtele et al. (2011), or Krawczyk and Le Lec (2010). When

π is a point mass at C or D these preferences coincide with models of choice over social lotteries proposed
by Krawczyk (2011) and axiomatized by Saito (2013).

13Given a realization of payoffs, her preferences over transfers ex post depend on the counterfactual
distribution of potential payoffs. See Fudenberg and Levine (2012) for a recent discussion.

14Appendix S.A shows that folding together strategic and objective uncertainty yields very different pre-
dictions. In particular, the principal’s transfers no longer depend on signal x.
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a situation in which player A takes an action that benefits him with 50% chance and
benefits the other player with 50% chance feels very different from a situation in which
50% of players A in the population take the action that benefits them, while 50% of play-
ers A take the action that benefits the other player.15 This modeling choice captures
the evidence of Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) and Bohnet et al. (2008), which shows
that people treat fixed lotteries over social outcomes differently when the uncertainty is
determined by the strategic behavior of others and when it is determined by objective
uncertainty.

Solution concept Because the principal cares about ex ante fairness, the ex post trans-
fer scheme T she implements depends on player A’s expected behavior π. Since be-
havior π itself depends on the transfer scheme T , we have a game in which transfers T

determine behavior π, and behavior π determines transfers T . As was previously noted,
the principal is not consequentialist and we use Bayes Nash equilibrium as our solution
concept.

Definition 1. For any distribution π ∈ �({C�D}), a pair (π�T) is a Bayes Nash equi-
librium if and only if T ∈ arg maxT V (π�T) and, for all a ∈ {C�D} such that π(a) > 0,
E(uTA|a)≥ E(uTA|¬a).

For pure strategies π ∈ {C�D} we impose on Bayes Nash equilibria (π�Tπ) the re-
quirement that transfer scheme Tπ be the limit of optimal transfer schemes T π̂ for full-
support distributions π̂ ∈ �({C�D}) approaching π.16

Although the principal cares about ex ante fairness, transfers are being chosen ex
post: the principal’s transfers in state z depend on what transfers she would have im-
plemented in state z′ �= z.17 Our model is thus related to the framework of psychological
game theory (Geanakoplos et al. 1989), in which a player’s utility depends on outcomes,
beliefs about others’ actions, and others’ beliefs. In our approach, the principal’s trans-
fer choice not only depends on her belief about the agent’s action, but also on her beliefs
about her own counterfactual behavior at different states.

2.2 Motivation

Our model builds on two core assumptions. First, the principal may not be able to (or
may choose not to) commit to an ex ante contract. Second, the principal will decide
on ex post transfers on the basis of her social preferences. We describe four settings in
which these assumptions apply.

15If purification is obtained by considering a continuous but concentrated distribution of preferences,
our model of preferences may be interpreted as valuing type-by-type fairness.

16Lemma 3 (see Section 4) establishes the existence of such limit transfers for all π. Note that the refine-
ment holds trivially when π is fully mixed. Imposing this trembling-hand condition allows us to select a
unique transfer scheme for all π (see Lemma 3). Without this refinement, optimal transfer problem (2) can
admit a continuum of solutions that need not be monotonic in likelihood ratio f (z|C)/f (z|D).

17In principle this could lead to multiple personal equilibria à la Kőszegi and Rabin (2006), among which
we select the principal’s preferred personal equilibrium.
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High fixed costs make ex ante formal contracting unlikely to be used at the lower
echelons of organizations. Consider the manager of a sales team. A salesperson may ex-
ert negative or positive externalities on her team by poaching customers or by providing
expertise in dealing with questions and support issues. While this incentive problem is
too small to justify formal contracting, the manager can still provide incentives through
the allocation of tasks, resources, and promotions. It is plausible that she will do so
according to some sense of fairness.18

Even at the higher echelons of organizations, where the scale of incentive problems
might justify legal costs, formal contracting may be limited by bounded rationality. Con-
sider a senior executive arbitrating between two divisions of a company. Providing in-
centives to each division head may well justify using formal contracts. For instance, to
avoid market competition across divisions, a firm may consider formally excluding cer-
tain sales from the division heads’ performance evaluation.19 However, the senior exec-
utive may be unaware of other incentive problems. For instance, one division may have
the opportunity to support the development of the other in a new geographic market.
If those circumstances are not anticipated when a formal contract is written, the senior
executive is mechanically left to make discretionary promotion decisions on the basis of
her social preferences.

A third example is parental discipline. Parents do not typically commit to formal
contracts, and frequently make disciplining decisions based on their intuitive moral
judgement. Intuitively, considerations of ex post and ex ante fairness play a significant
role. If a child breaks the toy of a sibling, the parents’ response will not be fully driven
by outcomes (ex post fairness), but will also depend on their perception of the child’s
intents (ex ante fairness).

Finally, in some situations the principal is not even present ex ante. One example is
lay juries arbitrating a civil lawsuit. Instructions given to juries can offer significant free-
dom in the assignment of guilt and damages.20 The decisions of the jury must then ex-
press the ex post moral judgement of its members. In fact, in civil cases the jury instruc-
tions clarify that the standard of proof for circumstantial evidence—preponderance of
the evidence—requires jury members to place posterior likelihood roughly greater than
a half on the reprehensible act having happened.21 Regardless of circumstantial evi-
dence, juries are not instructed to condemn defendants whom they believe to be inno-
cent. This coincides with the no-punishment-without-guilt property that we emphasize
throughout the paper and contrasts with existing contracting models.

18The psychology literature on dispute settlement in organizations (see, for instance, Folger and
Konovsky 1989, Greenberg 1990, Lind et al. 1993, or Konovsky 2000) emphasizes the importance of ex ante
(or procedural) fairness in the workings of organizations.

19Volkswagen Group recently experienced such internal competition between its Skoda, Volkswagen,
and Audi divisions (Hawranek 2010), leading to the firing of Skoda’s ambitious chairman.

20This is illustrated by the common concern that juries have excessive leeway in specifying damages. See
for instance the recent (challenged) award of $23.6B in damages by a Florida jury (Robles 2014).

21For instance, see the jury instructions (available on the American Bar Association’s website) for gen-
der discrimination case Velez v. Novartis (2010). Instructions distinguish damages awarded because of
disparate impact of policies on men and women regardless of intent (ex post fairness), versus damages
awarded because of disparate treatment, which captures intent, and authorizes punitive damages (ex ante
fairness).
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3. The ex ante optimal benchmark

As a preliminary to our characterization of behavior under informal justice, we highlight
properties of optimal contract T ∗ when the principal can commit ex ante. Contract T ∗
solves

max
π∈�({C�D})�T

V (π�T)

(P1)
with π�T s.t. ∀a ∈ {C�D}� π(a) > 0 ⇒ E[uTA|a] ≥ E[uTA|¬a]�

To state continuity and genericity results, the space of integrable functions from Z

to R (or R2) is endowed with the L1 norm ‖ · ‖1: for any integrable function g : Z → R,
‖g‖1 = ∫

z∈Z |g(z)|dz. Since observable state z is a sufficient statistic for payoffs u, we can
apply the L1 norm to payoffs by viewing u as a mapping from Z to R

2.
Contract T ∗ satisfies the following intuitive properties.22

(i) Pure and unique behavior. For generic payoff structures (i.e., for an open and
dense set of payoff structures u in the L1 topology), optimal ex ante contracts
implement a unique pure action a ∈ {C�D}.

(ii) Use of information. Optimal ex ante contracts condition transfers on, and only
on, realized payoff differences uA − uP and likelihood ratio f (z|D)/f (z|C).

(iii) Punishment without guilt. Optimal ex ante contracts can exhibit punishment
without guilt: on the equilibrium path, player A may be penalized by positive
transfers Tz > 0 even though π(C) = 1, i.e., there is common knowledge that he
took pro-social action C (see the example below).

(iv) Punitive justice. Optimal ex ante contracts can exhibit punitive justice, i.e., trans-
fers Tz > 0 that more than compensate for realized inequality, so that in some
state z, uA > uP but uTA < uTP .

An example

The following numerical example helps us illustrate the mechanics of our model. Public
stochastic state z takes values in Z = {−1�1}, with payoffs taking the form

uA = −[z + γ] and uP = 5[z + γ]�
where γ ∈ {− 1

2 �
1
2 } is a fixed parameter used to perform comparative statics.

Given player A’s action a ∈ {C�D}, the distribution of z is given by

z −1 1

prob(z|C) 1
4

3
4

prob(z|D) 3
4

1
4

22The proofs are straightforward and are omitted for concision.
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We further assume that δ = 0 (i.e., the principal cares only about ex ante fairness), α ≥ 1
(inequity matters), and λ ∈ (0�2) (transfer costs are moderate).

Note that parameter γ merely shifts the payoffs of each player by a constant. When
z+γ > 0 (z+γ < 0), player A has a positive (negative) externality on player P . Note that
C is a pro-social action increasing the likelihood of states favorable to player P .23

Lemma 1. In the environment of the example, any optimal contract (π∗�T ∗) solving (P1)
is such that: the following statements hold:

(i) For every λ ∈ (0�2), α ∈ [1�+∞), and γ ∈ {− 1
2 �

1
2 }, the optimal contract implements

action a∗ = C.

(ii) If γ = − 1
2 , the optimal transfer scheme satisfies T ∗(z = −1) > 0.

The proof is given in Appendix S.B. Points (i) and (ii) imply that player A may be
punished on the equilibrium path, even if it is common knowledge that player A took
action C (punishment-without-guilt).

We now assume that the principal cannot commit ex ante, so that behavior π and
transfers T are jointly determined in equilibrium. Varying the weight on ex ante ver-
sus ex post fairness yields two distinct classes of equilibria: outcome-based justice and
intent-based justice.

4. Intent-based justice

We begin with the case of intent-based justice, i.e., we assume that the weight on ex ante
fairness is sufficiently high: δ < λ/(α(2 + λ)). We characterize in this section the princi-
pal’s optimal transfer scheme Tπ given belief π, and turn to equilibrium predictions in
Sections 5 and 6.

Take a distribution of behavior π ∈ �({C�D}) as given. Let fπ(z) ≡ ∑
a∈{C�D}π(a)×

f (z|a) denote the induced distribution over observables z ∈ Z, and for all a ∈ {C�D},
define posterior beliefs

π(a|z) ≡ π(a)f (z|a)∑
â∈{C�D}π(̂a)f (z|̂a)

�

For concision, we use the notation �uz ≡ uA + uP and �uz ≡ uA − uP . Given transfers
T , we have �uTz = �uz − λ|Tz| and �uTz = �uz − (2 + λ)Tz . Noting that π(a)f (z|a) =
π(a|z)fπ(z), the principal’s value function over transfer schemes can be expressed as

V (π�T) =
∫
z∈Z

(�uz − λ|Tz|)fπ(z)dz

− δα

∫
z∈Z

|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz|fπ(z)dz (3)

− (1 − δ)α
∑

a∈{C�D}

∣∣∣∣∫
z∈Z

[�uz − (2 + λ)Tz]π(a|z)fπ(z)dz

∣∣∣∣�
23Note that this example does not satisfy the restriction on likelihood ratios imposed by Assumption 1. As

a result, optimal transfer schemes need not be unique, but this does not affect the analysis in this example.
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The three terms in the principal’s value function respectively trade off minimizing the
efficiency cost of transfers, minimizing ex post outcome inequality (allocative fairness),
and minimizing ex ante payoff inequality (procedural fairness). Note that the space of
transfer functions T ∈ [−Tmax�Tmax]Z is convex and that V (π�T) is concave in T .

The next lemma shows that optimal transfers Tπ do not reverse existing payoff
asymmetries: net of transfers, action C continues to generate inequality in favor of
player P , while action D generates inequality in favor of player A.

Lemma 2. For any π ∈ �({C�D}), there exists an optimal transfer policy Tπ . In addition,
any optimal transfer policy Tπ satisfies

E[�uTπ |D] ≥ 0 ≥ E[�uTπ |C]�
This lets us sign the term corresponding to ex ante fairness in expression (3), and

simplifies the optimization problem. For any pair of multipliers μ= (μC�μD)≥ 0, define
the Lagrangian

L(μ�z�Tz) ≡ −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| + (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)[π(D|z)−π(C|z)]Tz

−μDπ(D|z)Tz +μCπ(C|z)Tz�
(4)

Optimal transfer schemes can be characterized as follows.

Lemma 3 (Characterization). For every distribution π in the interior of �({C�D}) and
every δ ∈ [0�1], there exists a unique optimal transfer scheme Tπ . It takes the form

Tπ
z = arg max

Tz∈[−Tmax�Tmax]
L(μ�z�Tz)

for a vector μ= (μC�μD)≥ 0 such that max{μC�μD} ≤ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ).
There exist unique transfer schemes TC and TD such that, under the L1 norm,

limπ→C Tπ = TC and limπ→D Tπ = TD.

Inspection of (4) yields that Tπ
z depends only on realized inequality �uz and on the

posterior likelihood ratio π(D|z)/π(C|z) = π(D)f (z|D)/(π(C)f (z|C)), so that transfers
can depend on informative payoff-irrelevant signals x—a feature shared with optimal
ex ante contracts. However, unlike ex ante optimal contracts, transfers under informal
justice also depend on prior beliefs π.

The uniqueness of optimal transfers relies on Assumption 1. It guarantees that the
set of values z such that Lagrangian L(μ�z�Tz) admits multiple maximizers Tz has mea-
sure zero.

Proposition 1 (Rewards and punishments). (i) There is no punishment without guilt
and no reward without virtue:

Tπ
z > 0 ⇒ π(D|z)≥ 1

1 − δ

(
λ

α(2 + λ)
− δ

)
> 0 (no punishment without guilt)

Tπ
z < 0 ⇒ π(C|z)≥ 1

1 − δ

(
λ

α(2 + λ)
− δ

)
> 0 (no reward without virtue)�
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(ii) For any interior π ∈ �({C�D}), there exist thresholds −1 ≤ hmax− < h�− <h�+ <hmax+ ≤
1 such that transfer policy Tπ takes the form

Tπ
z =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if π(D|z)−π(C|z) ∈ (h�−�h�+)
−Tmax if π(D|z)−π(C|z) < hmax−
Tmax if π(D|z)−π(C|z) > hmax+
(�uz)

+/(2 + λ) if π(D|z)−π(C|z) ∈ (h�+�hmax+ )

−(�uz)
−/(2 + λ) if π(D|z)−π(C|z) ∈ (hmax− �h�−).24

Point (i) establishes that the principal punishes (resp. rewards) only if she holds a suf-
ficient posterior belief that the agent took action D (resp. action C)—there is no pun-
ishment without guilt (no reward without virtue). We call this mode of informal justice
intent based.

Partial proof. We prove the no-punishment-without-guilt property when the princi-
pal cares only about ex ante fairness (i.e., δ = 0, as in our numerical example), and refer
the reader to Appendix A for a complete treatment.

It follows from Lemma 3 that there exists μ = (μC�μD) ≥ 0 such that for any π ∈
�({C�D}) and z ∈ Z, optimal transfers Tπ

z satisfy Tπ
z ∈ arg maxTz∈[−Tmax�Tmax]L(μ�z�Tz)

for

L(μ�z�Tz) = −λ|Tz| + [α(2 + λ)−μD]π(D|z)Tz − [α(2 + λ)−μC ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

π(C|z)Tz�

Hence, if optimal transfers Tπ
z are strictly positive, it must be that [α(2 + λ) − μD] ×

π(D|z) ≥ λ. Since μD ≥ 0, this implies that π(D|z) ≥ λ/(α(2 + λ)). The principal must
place a sufficiently high posterior weight on guilt to implement punitive transfers. �

Point (ii) shows that transfers take a threshold form dependent on the precision
π(D|z) − π(C|z) with which player A’s behavior is inferred ex post. Transfers follow
three distinct regimes:

1. For sufficiently extreme posterior beliefs π(D|z)−π(C|z), the magnitude of trans-
fers is Tmax: transfers more than compensate for realized inequality; there is puni-
tive justice.25

2. For sufficiently strong, but less extreme posterior beliefs, transfers are imple-
mented through selective fairness. If the principal tends to believe that player A

took action D, she implements equalizing transfers when realized payoffs are in fa-
vor of A, but not if P is favored. This is consistent with findings of Henrich et al.

24At the limit where π(C) = 1 or π(D) = 1, limit transfers respectively, take the form TC
z = −(1/(2 +

λ))�u−
z 1f (z|C)/f (z|D)≥θ with θ such that E[�uTC |C] = 0 and TD

z = (1/(2 + λ))�u+
z 1f (z|D)/f (z|C)≥θ with θ such

that E[�uTD |D] = 0.
25This region may be empty if hTmax+ = 1 and hTmax− = −1. See Lemma S.B.1 in Appendix S.B for sufficient

conditions ensuring that this region is not empty in equilibrium.
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(2006) showing that perceived misbehavior is often punished by withdrawing in-
formal social protection.

3. For middling beliefs, transfers do not improve the principal’s sense of fairness
enough to compensate efficiency costs. She avoids transfers altogether.

5. Intent-based justice in equilibrium

Under intent-based justice, incentives provided by the principal and the behavior of
player A are jointly determined. We first provide a general characterization of equi-
librium behavior and then study how the set of equilibria changes across negative and
positive externality environments.

5.1 Existence and structure of equilibria

Since strategy profiles (π�T) live in a continuous high dimensional space, the existence
of equilibrium requires a proof. We know that given π, there exists a unique optimal
transfer scheme Tπ (Lemma 3). Let us denote by (π) ≡ E[uTπ

A |C] − E[uTπ

A |D] player
A’s incentives to take pro-social action C under transfer scheme Tπ . Recall that f (·|a)
denotes the distribution of states z ∈ Z conditional on action a ∈ {C�D}. The following
continuity property holds (see Appendix S.B for a proof).

Lemma 4. Transfer Tπ and mapping (π) are continuous in π and f under the L1 norm.

The existence of equilibrium follows from the continuity of incentives with respect
to π. In particular, equilibria under intent-based justice are characterized by the zeros
of . One useful implication is that there exists a most pro-social equilibrium (π�Tπ)

characterized by

π = arg max
π∈�({C�D})

{π(C)|(π) ≥ 0}�

It will be instructive to consider the perfect monitoring limit for environments
(Z� f ).

Definition 2 (Perfect monitoring). Consider a sequence (Zn� fn)n∈N of environments,
all consistent with the same payoff environment (U�f|U). We say that this sequence of
environments approaches perfect monitoring if and only if

∀κ > 0� lim
n→∞ probfn

(
fn(z|D)

fn(z|C)
> κ

∣∣∣D)
= 1 and lim

n→∞ probfn

(
fn(z|C)

fn(z|D)
> κ

∣∣∣C)
= 1�

As we approach the perfect monitoring limit, with arbitrarily high probability the
principal obtains an arbitrarily strong signal of which action was taken.
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5.2 Negative externalities

Take as given a payoff environment (U�f|U). We refer to it as a negative externality envi-
ronment whenever

E[uA|C] = E[uP |C] = 0� E[uA|D]> 0 > E[uP |D] (5)

and E[uA + uP |C] −E[uA + uP |D]>− λ

2 + λ
E[�u|D] (6)

hold. Condition (5) states that pro-social action C delivers status quo payoffs in expecta-
tion, while D generates a negative externality for player P . Condition (6) is automatically
satisfied when action C generates a higher expected sum of payoffs than action D since
condition (1) implies that E[�u|D] ≥ 0. The following result holds.

Proposition 2 (Homogeneous response to negative externalities). Take as given a pay-
off environment (U�f|U) satisfying (5) and (6).26

(i) For any environment (Z� f ) consistent with (U�f|U), all equilibria (π�T) are such
that π(C) < 1.

(ii) Consider environments (Zn� fn)n≥0 consistent with (U�f|U), approaching perfect
monitoring. For n sufficiently large, all equilibria (πn�Tn) satisfy πn(C) > 0.

This result suggests that organizations should be relatively homogeneous in their
informal response to negative externalities: negative externalities are never fully inter-
nalized (π(C) < 1), but they are always partially internalized provided that monitoring
is sufficiently accurate (π(C) > 0). The result that negative externalities are never fully
internalized is intuitive. If C occurred with probability 1, no-punishment-without-guilt
would imply that the principal does not impose transfers. The result that negative exter-
nalities are partially internalized is less obvious, but can be illustrated using the example
introduced in Section 3.

Example. Set γ = − 1
2 . Action C is a status quo action (E[uA|C] = E[uP |C] = 0), and D

induces a negative externality on player P (E[uA|D] = 1 > E[uP |D] = −5).
For any π(D) ∈ (0�1), the transfers chosen by the principal solve

max
T−1�T1

π(C)

[
−1

4
λ|T−1| − 3

4
λ|T1| − α(2 + λ)

∣∣∣∣1
4
T−1 + 3

4
T1

∣∣∣∣]
+π(D)

[
−3

4
λ|T−1| − 1

4
λ|T1| − α

∣∣∣∣6 − (2 + λ)

(
3
4
T−1 + 1

4
T1

)∣∣∣∣]�
For π(D) sufficiently close to 1, the second term dominates and is maximized by set-
ting T−1 ≥ 0, T1 ≥ 0 and (since α > λ/(2 + λ)), 6 − (2 + λ)( 3

4T−1 + 1
4T1) = 0. Under this

26Note that while the assumption of purely negative externalities is knife-edge, the continuity of trans-
fer schemes with respect to f (Lemma 4) implies that Proposition 2 continues to hold when payoffs are
perturbed and conditions (5) and (6) hold only approximately.
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constraint, the first term is minimized by setting T1 = 0 and T−1 = 8/(2 + λ). For such
transfers, player A’s expected payoffs for actions C and D are

E[uTA|C] = −2 + 2λ
2 + λ

and E[uTA|D] = −4 + 5λ
2 + λ

�

Hence E[uTA|C] > E[uTA|D], which implies that there is no equilibrium such that
π(D) = 1. Externalities are always internalized (in this case, Lemma S.B.2 in Ap-
pendix S.B shows there exists a unique mixed-strategy equilibrium).

In our sales-team example this result suggests that managers who value ex ante
fairness will never be able to fully prevent salespeople from poaching clients. No-
punishment-without-guilt implies that the manager is willing to sanction only when she
has a sufficiently strong posterior belief that a salesperson poached customers. Some
residual misbehavior must subsist for the manager to be willing to enforce transfers. ♦

5.3 Positive externalities

We say that a given payoff environment (U�f|U) is a positive externality environment if
D is a status quo action, while C generates positive value for player P at a cost to player
A. Formally, we assume that

E[uA|D] = E[uP |D] = 0� E[uP |C]> 0 > E[uA|C] (7)

and E[uA + uP |C] −E[uA + uP |D]>− λ

2 + λ
E[�u|C]� (8)

Note that one can transition between negative and positive externality environments by
shifting payoffs with a constant. This occurs when setting γ = 1

2 rather than − 1
2 in our

numerical example. The following proposition holds.

Proposition 3 (Heterogeneous response to positive externalities). Take as given a pay-
off environment (U�f|U) satisfying (7) and (8).

(i) For any environment (Z� f ) consistent with payoff environment (U�f|U), there ex-
ists an equilibrium (π�T) such that π(D) = 1 and T is identically equal to zero.

(ii) Consider environments (Zn� fn)n≥0 consistent with (U�f|U), approaching perfect
monitoring. For n sufficiently large, there exists an equilibrium (πn�Tn) such that
πn(C) = 1.

Positive externality environments are consistent with multiple pure strategy equilib-
ria in which externalities are fully internalized or not internalized at all.27 Establishing
that π(D) = 1 is part of an equilibrium is straightforward. If π(D) = 1, condition (7) im-
plies that there is no inequality in expected payoffs and the principal’s optimal policy is
to implement zero transfers. As a result, player A has no incentives to take action C, and
π(D) = 1 is indeed an equilibrium. The existence of an equilibrium such that π(C) = 1
is less obvious, but can be illustrated using the example of Section 3.

27Note that these two pure strategy equilibria exist for information structures f (z|a) in a neighborhood of
the perfect monitoring limit and, therefore, are insensitive to local perturbations in the signalling structure.
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Example. Set γ = 1
2 . Action D is a status quo action (E[uA|D] = E[uP |D] = 0), and C

induces a positive externality on player P (E[uA|C] = −1 < E[uP |C] = 5).
As π(C) approaches 1, there is inequality in expected payoffs that the principal seeks

to correct. We know from Proposition 1 that such transfers concentrate rewards in states
z that have the highest likelihood ratio (for action C vs. action D). For π(C) sufficiently
close to 1, T(z = −1) = 0 and T(z = 1)= −8/(2 +λ) turn out to be optimal transfers. The
induced expected payoffs for player A are

E[uTA|C] = −1 + 6
2 + λ

and E[uTA|D] = 2
2 + λ

�

Since λ < 2, it follows that E[uTA|C] > E[uTA|D]. Hence, playing C is indeed part of an
equilibrium.

This result suggests that organizations may be heterogeneous in their informal re-
sponse to positive externalities, yielding different “firm cultures.” Some organizations
may end up in a low-cooperation equilibrium, where good outcomes are assigned to
luck; some organizations may end up in a high-cooperation equilibrium, where good
outcomes are assigned to good behavior. ♦

6. Intent-based justice and information

We now study the effectiveness of intent-based justice as a function of the quality of
information available to the principal. For this, we fix the payoff environment and eval-
uate the ability of intent-based justice to provide incentives for pro-social behavior as
the information available to the principal varies. Specifically we fix payoff environment
(U�f|U) and assume throughout the rest of this section that

E[uA + uP |C] −E[uA + uP |D]> λ

2 + λ
E[|uA − uP ||C]�

This ensures that regardless of the full specification of environment (Z� f ) (including
side signals x), the optimal ex ante contract induces action C.

The next proposition relates the quality of information available, the principal’s will-
ingness to punish, and the effectiveness of intent-based justice in inducing pro-social
behavior. It is useful to define � ≡ (2 − λ/(α(2 + λ)))(λ/(α(2 + λ)) − δ)−1 > 0 and
� ≡ E[uA|D] − E[uA|C] + 1/(2 + λ)E[�u|C]. Note that � is strictly positive in negative
externality environments since in that case E[�u|C] = 0.28

Proposition 4. (i) For any π ∈ �({C�D}), the probability that the principal punishes
player A conditional on action D being taken satisfies

prob(Tπ > 0|D)≤ �
π(D)

π(C)
E

[
f (z|D)

f(z|C)

∣∣∣D]
�

28When � > 0, the agent’s baseline payoff E[uA|D] conditional on action D is higher than the payoff
E[uA|C] − 1/(2 + λ)E[�u|C] she would obtain under action C, even including rewards −1/(2 + λ)E[�u|C]
sufficient to remove expected payoff inequality between players. An implication of this (see the proof of
Proposition 4 for details) is that whenever �> 0, all equilibrium transfer schemes that induce player A to
take action C with positive probability must involve punishment with positive probability.
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The most cooperative equilibrium (π�Tπ) satisfies

π(C) ≤ 1 − �

�Tmax(1 +E[ f (z|D)
f(z|C) |D])+�

�

(ii) Consider environments (Zn� fn)n≥0 approaching perfect monitoring. As n goes to
infinity, πn converges to C and V (Tπn�πn) converges to the value obtained under
the optimal ex ante contract, i.e.,

lim
n→∞V (T ex ante

n �C)− V (Tπn�πn)= 0�

Point (i) emphasizes that beliefs and information constrain the principal’s willing-
ness to punish. When the expected likelihood ratio E[f (z|D)/f (z|C)|D] is finite, so that
we are bounded away from perfect monitoring, the principal is unwilling to punish
player A unless she has a sufficiently high prior belief that he took action D.29 When
punishments are necessary to sustain cooperation (which is the case when �> 0), this
implies an upper bound on the highest amount of cooperation that can occur as a func-
tion of the quality of information available to the principal.

In turn, when the environment approaches perfect monitoring, intent-based justice
can sustain arbitrarily high levels of pro-social behavior and approaches the efficiency
of ex ante optimal contracts.30 This finding adds to the argument that social preferences
may serve to encode useful social heuristics.31 We emphasize that point (ii) applies only
to the most pro-social equilibrium (π�Tπ). Some equilibria may yield an arbitrarily low
share of first-best surplus, even as information becomes arbitrarily good. This is for
instance the case in the (π = D�T = 0) laissez-faire equilibrium that arises in positive
externality environments (see Proposition 3).

7. Outcome-based justice

We now treat the case where the principal places weight δ > λ/(α(2 + λ)) on ex post
fairness. It becomes optimal for the principal to equalize payoffs for each outcome real-
ization.

Proposition 5. For all behavior distributions π ∈ �({C�D}), the optimal transfer
scheme is

Tπ
z = �uz

2 + λ
≡ TO

z �

29This prediction is consistent with the experimental evidence of Fudenberg et al. (2012) who find that
noise increases leniency in the repeated prisoners’ dilemma with imperfect public monitoring.

30In the negative externality case, this implies that there exist equilibria such that π(C) approaches 1 as
the environment approaches perfect monitoring.

31In a related spirit, Andreoni and Samuelson (2006) show that social preferences support cooperation
in a finitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma; Carmichael and MacLeod (2003) and MacLeod (2007) argue that
social preferences may be rationalized as encoding for efficient equilibrium play in a Nash demand game
with sunk costs.
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Generically with respect to payoff functions u :Z →R
2 (i.e., for an open and dense set

under the L1 topology), there exists a unique equilibrium and it is in pure strategies.

This mode of informal justice essentially follows talionic law: “an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth.” We refer to it as being outcome based and denote by TO the corre-
sponding transfer scheme. We emphasize two corollaries. The first contrasts patterns of
punishment and reward under outcome-based justice to those obtained under intent-
based justice.

Corollary 1. (i) Transfers TO
z depend on payoffs uz , and not on signal x.

(ii) No punitive damages are awarded.

(iii) There can be punishment-without-guilt, i.e., TO
z > 0 even though π(C) = 1.

The next corollary notes that from an efficiency perspective, outcome-based justice
implies a version of the rotten kid theorem (Becker 1974, Ray and Ueda 1996), adjusted
for transfer costs.

Corollary 2. Consider a∗ an equilibrium action by player A under transfer scheme TO .
We have that

E[uTO

A + uT
O

P |a∗] = max
a∈{C�D}

E[uTO

A + uT
O

P |a]

= max
a∈{C�D}

E[uA + uP |a] − λ

2 + λ
E[|uA − uP ||a]�

Indeed, since transfers TO equalize outcomes realization by realization, the payoff
of player A is proportional to the sum of payoffs. Hence player A will take the action
maximizing total payoffs.32 However, because outcome-based justice does not exploit
potentially valuable side information x, it makes excessive use of costly transfers, and
as a result, informal incentives derived from outcome-based justice remain bounded
away from ex ante optimal payoffs (with no expected inequality) by an amount λ/(2 +
λ)mina∈{C�D} E[|uA−uP ||a]−|E[uA−uP |a]| , even when information becomes arbitrarily
good.

8. Discussion

We conclude with a discussion of our modeling choices and of potential applications.

Modeling choices

Our specification of social preferences was motivated by experimental evidence and
simplicity. However, our approach extends to other social preferences. We discuss below
the pros and cons of alternative specifications.

32This result relies on the observability of realized payoffs. With unobserved payoffs (say through private
effort) we would not obtain efficient behavior from the agent.
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One possibility would be to use a type-based model with “altruistic” and “selfish”
types (e.g., Levine 1998, Benabou and Tirole 2006). This specification would also lead
to a Bayesian game potentially consistent with multiple equilibria. Its main theoreti-
cal advantage is that the principal’s preferences may satisfy standard expected utility.
In addition, the narrative that people are altruistic or selfish and that we reward them
based on our beliefs sounds plausible. The main disadvantage is that the principal must
care about unobserved, payoff-irrelevant types and her belief over the distribution of
such types matters for the structure of equilibria. This additional unobserved degree of
freedom makes inference and prediction difficult. Note also that shifts in payoffs turn-
ing negative externalities into positive externalities have no consequences in type-based
models, since the signalling value of actions is unaffected.

Our model fits broadly into the framework of psychological game theory (Geanako-
plos et al. 1989, Battigalli and Dufwenberg 2009). A simplification of our model is that
preferences depend only on first order beliefs and outcomes, rather than on the full hi-
erarchy of beliefs. A corresponding limitation is that we fail to capture some subtle phe-
nomena discussed in the literature on intention-based fairness (see, e.g., Rabin 1993,
Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004, Falk and Fischbacher 2006). In particular, the prin-
cipal’s optimal transfer scheme is independent of options that are available but not cho-
sen by player A.

Applications

In principle our analysis lets us identify from observable data whether intent- or
outcome-based justice is being used. Under intent-based justice (and not under
outcome-based justice), rewards and punishments depend on side information and
punitive transfers may be used. Under intent-based justice, the nature of equilibria
should depend on whether we are in a positive externality or negative externality en-
vironment. Positive externalities are associated with multiple pure strategy equilibria.
Negative externalities are associated with a smaller range of mixed-strategy equilibria.
This prediction speaks directly to the literature on persistent productivity differences
across seemingly similar enterprises (Gibbons and Henderson 2012). Our model sug-
gests that these productivity differentials may be driven by heterogeneity in the way
firms internalize positive externalities, rather than negative ones.

Multiplicity of equilibria under intent-based justice raises concerns with the use of
jury trials. Our theory suggests that the way justice is delivered could be heterogenous,
and exhibits large inefficiencies compared to ex ante optimal rules. Such concerns are
somewhat alleviated by Propositions 2 and 4: multiplicity is limited in negative exter-
nality environments, and intent-based justice becomes approximately efficient in envi-
ronments where evidence is very informative.

A final practical contribution of our model is to identify informational environments
in which ex ante contracting is most valuable (see Appendix S.A for a simple model of
endogenous contract completeness). Under intent-based justice, ex ante contracting is
least valuable when informative signals are available: strong posterior beliefs increase
the principal’s willingness to implement transfers ex post. The opposite holds under
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outcome-based justice. Since outcome-based justice does not exploit side information,
ex ante contracting is most valuable when signals are informative.

Appendix A: Proofs

A.1 Proofs for Sections 2 and 3

Lemma 5. Whenever α < λ/(2 + λ), the optimal transfer scheme is identically equal to
zero, regardless of behavior distribution π.

Proof. We denote by 0 the transfer function identically equal to zero. Consider an al-
ternative transfer function T �= 0. Using the fact that for any (a�b) ∈R

2, |a| − |b| ≤ |a− b|
and |a+ b| ≤ |a| + |b|, it follows that

V (π�T)− V (π�0) ≤ −λ

∫
z∈Z

|Tz|fπ(z)dz + δα(2 + λ)

∫
z∈Z

|Tz|fπ(z)dz

+ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)

∫
z∈Z

|Tz|fπ(z)dz�

Hence, V (π�T) − V (π�0) < 0 and the optimal transfer policy is identically equal to
zero. �

A.2 Proofs for Section 4

Proof of Lemma 2. We first show that optimal transfer schemes exist. Let MTmax de-
note the set of measurable functions T : Z → R such that supz∈Z |Tz| ≤ Tmax. For any π ∈
�({C�D}), consider a sequence of transfer functions (Tn)n∈N such that limn→+∞ V (π�

Tn)= supT∈MTmax
V (π�T). Theorem 1a of Komlós (1967) implies that there exists a trans-

fer function T∞ ∈ MTmax such that for every N ∈ N, T∞ is the limit in the L1 sense of
convex combinations of (Tk)k≥N . By concavity and continuity of V (π� ·) under the L1

norm, it follows that V (π�T∞) = supT∈MTmax
V (π�T). Hence, the principal’s optimiza-

tion problem admits a solution.
We show that any solution T to the original optimization problem maxT V (π�T)

must satisfy E[�uT |C] ≤ 0 ≤ E[�uT |D]. First, it cannot be optimal to have E[�uT |a] >
0 for all a ∈ {C�D} or E[�uT |a] < 0 for all a ∈ {C�D}. Imagine that ∀a ∈ {C�D},
E[�uT |a]> 0. Optimal transfers then solve

max
T∈MTmax

∫
Z
{−λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| + (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)Tz}fπ(z)dz�

Since λ > δα(2 + λ), this implies that for all z, Tz ≥ 0. However, this contradicts the
assumption that E[�uT |C] > 0 since E[�u|C] ≤ 0. The assumption that ∀a ∈ {C�D},
E[�uT |a]< 0 yields a similar contradiction.

To deal with the remaining cases, we temporarily impose that π be in the interior of
�({C�D}). Assume that E[�uT |C] ≥ 0 ≥ E[�uT |D] with one inequality being strict. The
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third term of expression (3) simplifies and transfer scheme T must solve

max
T∈MTmax

∫
Z
{−λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| + (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)[π(C|z)−π(D|z)]Tz}fπ(z)dz

under constraints

−E[�u|C] + 2 + λ

π(C)

∫
z
π(C|z)Tzfπ(z)dz ≤ 0;

(
μC

π(C)

2 + λ

)
E[�u|D] − 2 + λ

π(D)

∫
z
π(D|z)Tzfπ(z)dz ≤ 0;

(
μD

π(D)

2 + λ

)
�

where μ = (μC�μD) ≥ 0 are associated Lagrangian multipliers. A solution T is such that
for all z, Tz solves

max
Tz∈[−Tmax�Tmax]

L(μ�z�Tz)

= −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| (9)

+ [(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)[π(C|z)−π(D|z)] +μDπ(D|z)−μCπ(C|z)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡γz

Tz�

with μD ×E[�uT |D] = 0 and μC ×E[�uT |C] = 0.
Since λ > δα(2 + λ), the first two terms of (9) are minimized at Tz = 0, implying that

for all z, γzTz ≥ 0. Term γz can be written as

γz =
[
(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− μC +μD

2

]
[π(C|z)−π(D|z)] − μC −μD

2
�

Let κ ≡ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− (μC +μD)/2. Assume that κ > 0. Since Tz > 0 only if γzTz ≥ 0,
there exists θ > 0 such that for all z ∈Z, Tz(f (z|C)− θf (z|D)) ≥ 0. This implies that∫

Z
Tzf (z|C)dz ≥ θ

∫
Z
Tzf (z|D)dz� (10)

However, E[�uT |C] ≥ 0 implies
∫
Z Tzf (z|C)dz ≤ 0 and E[�uT |D] ≥ 0 implies

∫
Z Tzf (z|

D)dz ≥ 0. Furthermore, one of these inequalities must be strict, which contradicts (10).
Assume that κ ≤ 0. This implies that (μC + μD)/2 ≥ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ). If μC > 0 and

μD > 0, then E[�uT |C] = E[�uT |D] = 0 and point (ii) holds. Consider the case where
μD = 0 so that μC ≥ 2(1 − δ)α(2 + λ), E[�uT |C] = 0, and E[�uT |D] < 0. Since π(C|z) −
π(D|z) ∈ (−1�1), we necessarily have that γz = κ[π(C|z) − π(D|z)] − μC/2 ≤ 0. Hence,
for all z, Tz ≤ 0, which contradicts E[�uT |D]< 0. Inversely, consider the case where μC =
0 so that μD ≥ 2(1−δ)α(2+λ), E[�uT |D] = 0, and E[�uT |C]> 0. Since π(C|z)−π(D|z) ∈
(−1�1), we necessarily have that γz = κ[π(C|z) − π(D|z)] + μD/2 ≥ 0. Hence, for all z,
Tz ≥ 0, which contradicts E[�uT |C] > 0. This rules out the case where E[�uT |C] ≥ 0 ≥
E[�uT |D] with one inequality holding strictly.

A similar reasoning rules out configurations such that E[�uT |D] ≥ 0 and E[�uT |C] ≥
0, as well as E[�uT |D] ≤ 0 and E[�uT |C] ≤ 0, with one inequality holding strictly. This
concludes the proof of point (ii) when π is interior.
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If π is not interior so that π(a) = 1 for a ∈ {C�D}, transfer Tπ is defined as the limit (if
it exists) of schemes T π̂ for π̂ interior and converging to π. The existence of such a limit
is proven in Lemma 3. The fact that it also satisfies condition E[�uTπ |D] ≥ E[�uTπ |C]
follows from the continuity of expectations under the L1 norm. �

Proof of Lemma 3. Consider the case where π is in the interior of �({C�D}). We
know from Lemma 2 that we can restrict our attention to transfer functions T such that
E[�uT |D] ≥ 0 ≥ E[�uT |C]. The principal’s optimization problem becomes

max
T∈MTmax

∫
Z
{−λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| + (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)[π(D|z)−π(C|z)]Tz}fπ(z)dz

under constraints

−E[�u|D] + 2 + λ

π(D)

∫
Z
π(D|z)Tzfπ(z)dz ≤ 0;

(
μD

π(D)

2 + λ

)
E[�u|C] − 2 + λ

π(C)

∫
Z
π(C|z)Tzfπ(z)dz ≤ 0;

(
μC

π(C)

2 + λ

)
�

where μ = (μD�μC) ≥ 0 are Lagrange multipliers. A solution to this problem is such that
for all z, Tz solves

max
Tz∈[−Tmax�Tmax]

L(μ�z�Tz)

= −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| (11)

+ [(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)[π(D|z)−π(C|z)] −μDπ(D|z)+μCπ(C|z)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡γz

Tz�

with μD × E[�uT |D] = 0 and μC × E[�uT |C] = 0. Let us show that max{μC�μD} ≤ (1 −
δ)α(2 + λ). We first show that

κ≡ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− (μD +μC)/2 ≥ 0�

Since, λ > δα(2 + λ), for every Tz , γzTz ≥ 0. Term γz can be rewritten as

γz = κ[π(D|z)−π(C|z)] − μD −μC

2
�

Assume that κ < 0. Then there exists θ > 0 such that for all z ∈ Z, Tz(f (z|D) −
θf (z|C)) ≤ 0. This implies that∫

z∈Z
Tz[f (z|D)− θf (z|C)]dz ≤ 0 ⇒

∫
z∈Z

Tzf (z|D)dz ≤ θ

∫
z∈Z

Tzf (z|C)dz� (12)

We distinguish three cases: μD > 0 and μC > 0, μD = 0 and μC > 0, and μD > 0 and
μC = 0. Let us begin with the case in which μD > 0 and μC > 0. This implies that∫

z∈Z
Tzf (z|C)dz ≤ 0 ≤

∫
z∈Z

Tzf (z|D)dz�
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with one inequality being strict. Of course this contradicts inequality (12). If μD = 0 and
μC > 2(1 − δ)α(2 + λ), then

γz = κ[π(D|z)−π(C|z)] + μC

2
> 0�

It follows that for all z ∈ Z, Tz ≥ 0, which contradicts μD > 0. A similar reasoning shows
that μC > 0. Altogether, this implies that we must have κ≥ 0.

We now show that μC ≤ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ). Term γz can be written as

γz = [2(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)−μC −μD]π(D|z)− (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)+μC�

We know from the previous argument that the first term is necessarily positive. If we
had μC > (1 − δ)α(2 + α), then we would have that γz > 0 for all z ∈ Z, which implies
that for all z ∈ Z, Tz ≥ 0, and contradicts μC > 0. A symmetric reasoning shows that
μD ≤ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ).

Altogether, this also implies that κ > 0. Indeed, assume that κ= 0. Term γz becomes
independent of z, and the optimal transfer scheme has a constant sign. This implies
that either μC = 0 or μD = 0, thereby implying that (μC +μD)/2 ≤ 1

2(1 − δ)α(2 + λ) and
κ > 0—a contradiction.

To prove uniqueness we use Propositions 1 and 5 proven below. Proposition 5 im-
plies the result when δ > λ/(α(2 +λ)). Consider now the setting where δ < λ/(α(2 +λ)).
Assume that there are two distinct solutions T 1 and T 2 to the principal’s optimization
problem maxT V (π�T), both taking the threshold form described in Proposition 1. By
Assumption 1, if the two transfer schemes are different, they must use different thresh-
olds. By concavity of V (π� ·), it follows that for every ρ ∈ [0�1], ρT 1 + (1 − ρ)T 2 is also
optimal. However, such convex combinations do not take the threshold form described
in Proposition 1. This is a contradiction and it follows that there must exist a unique
solution to the principal’s problem.

We now deal with the case where π is a pure strategy. For simplicity we treat the
case where π(C) = 1. We show that for any sequence of interior π̂ converging to pure
strategy C, T π̂ converges to a unique transfer scheme TC . If δ > λ/(α(2 + λ)) the result
is immediate since by Proposition 5, T π̂

z = �uz/(2 + λ) for any interior π̂. Consider now
the case where δ < λ/(α(2 + λ)). By Proposition 1 and using the fact that

π̂(D|z)− π̂(C|z) =
(
π̂(D)

f (z|D)

f(z|C)
− π̂(C)

)/(
π̂(D)

f (z|D)

f(z|C)
+ π̂(C)

)
�

transfers T π̂ can be expressed as

T π̂
z =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if f (z|D)/f (z|C) ∈ (θ̂�−� θ̂�+)
−Tmax if f (z|D)/f (z|C) < θ̂max−
Tmax if f (z|D)/f (z|C) > θ̂max+
�u+

z /(2 + λ) if f (z|D)/f (z|C) ∈ (θ̂�+� θ̂max+ )

−�u−
z /(2 + λ) if f (z|D)/f (z|C) ∈ (θ̂max− � θ̂�−)
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for (θ̂max− � θ̂�−� θ̂max+ � θ̂�+) in the support of f (z|D)/f (z|C). The set of transfer schemes de-
fined by such thresholds is compact under the L1 norm, and as π̂ approaches C we can
extract a subsequence converging to a transfer scheme T̂ C taking a similar threshold
form. This limit scheme must solve maxT V (C�T), i.e., solve,

max
T

E[−λ|T | − δα|�u− (2 + λ)T ||C] − (1 − δ)α|E[�u|C] − (2 + λ)E[T |C]|� (13)

Any scheme solving (13) is such that Tz ∈ {0��uz/(2 + λ)}, Tz takes a constant sign, and
E[�u|C]− (2+λ)E[T |C] = 0. The only such transfer policy taking a threshold form is the
policy TC defined by

TC
z =

{
−�u−

z
2+λ if f (z|C)

f (z|D) ≥ θ

0 otherwise,

where θ is chosen so that E[�uTC |C] = 0. Since all converging subsequences converge
to TC , it follows that T π̂ converges to TC under the L1 norm for any sequence of values
π̂ approaching C. The case where π(D) = 1 is essentially identical. �

Proof of Proposition 1. We begin with point (i). By Lemma 3, transfers Tz maximize

L(z�μ�Tz)= −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz|
+ [(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)−μD]︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

π(D|z)Tz − [(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)−μC ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

π(C|z)Tz�

Hence, since μD ≥ 0, Tz > 0 implies that (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)π(D|z) ≥ λ − δα(2 + λ), which
implies the no-punishment-without-guilt bound on π(D|z). A similar reasoning implies
the no-reward-without-virtue bound on π(C|z).

We now turn to point (ii). Rearranging expression (9), Tπ
z ∈ [−Tmax�Tmax] maximizes

the Lagrangian

L(z�μ�Tz) = −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz|
+ [(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)[π(D|z)−π(C|z)] −μDπ(D|z)+μCπ(C|z)]Tz

= −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz|

+
[(

(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− μD +μC

2

)
(π(D|z)−π(C|z))− μD −μC

2

]
Tz�

Since (1 − δ)α(2 +λ)− (μD +μC)/2 > 0, L(μ�z�Tz) exhibits increasing differences in Tz

and π(D|z) − π(C|z). The particular form of Tπ
z and the existence of thresholds −1 ≤

hmax− ≤ h�− ≤ h�+ ≤ hmax+ ≤ 1 follow from the fact that L is piecewise linear and necessarily
attains its maximum at either 0, �uz/(2 + λ), Tmax or −Tmax.

We now show that necessarily, hmax− < h�− <h�+ <hmax+ . Transfers Tz maximize

L(z�μ�Tz)= −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz|

+
[(

(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− μD +μC

2

)
(π(D|z)−π(C|z))− μD −μC

2

]
Tz�
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Since δ < λ/(α(2 + λ)), term −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| is strictly minimized at Tz = 0
with left and right derivatives ∇− and ∇+ such that ∇− > 0 > ∇+. It follows that Tz > 0 if
and only if

π(D|z)−π(C|z) ≥
(
μD −μC

2
− ∇+

)/(
(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− μD +μC

2

)
≡ h�+�

Similarly Tz < 0 if and only if

π(D|z)−π(C|z) ≤
(
μD −μC

2
− ∇−

)/(
(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− μD +μC

2

)
≡ h�−�

Note that

h�+ − h�− = −∇+ + ∇−
(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)− μD+μC

2

> 0�

We now establish that −1 < h�− and h�+ < 1. Indeed, if we had h�+ ≥ 1, then there would
be no state z such that Tz > 0, which would imply that μD = 0. However, in that case, for
z such that π(D|z)−π(C|z) approaches 1, L(μ�z�Tz) takes the form

L(μ�z�Tz) � −λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| + [(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)]Tz�

This expression is strictly maximized at Tz > 0, which is a contradiction. Hence it must
be that h�+ < 1. Similar proofs show that −1 < h�−, hmax− < h�−, and h�+ < hmax+ , using the
fact that aversion to ex post inequality |�uz − (2 + λ)Tz| imposes additional costs when
implementing transfers above and beyond realized inequality. Note that we may have
hmax− = −1 or hmax+ = 1.

Limit schemes Tπ as π approaches a C or D were derived in the proof of Lemma 3. �

A.3 Proofs for Section 5

Proof of Proposition 2. We first show that there exists no equilibrium such that
π(C) = 1. Indeed if π(C) = 1, the principal’s optimal transfer scheme maximizes

−λE[|Tz||C] − δαE[|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz||C] − (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)|E[Tz|C]|� (14)

Since δ < λ/(α(2 + λ)), expression (14) is maximized by transfer scheme T ≡ 0. Under
this transfer scheme, player A’s expected payoffs satisfy E[uA|C] < E[uA|D], so that his
best response is to play D. Hence, there cannot be an equilibrium such that π(C) = 1.

Consider environments (Zn� fn)n∈N consistent with payoff structure (U�f|U) and ap-
proaching perfect monitoring. For a given environment (Z� f ), the optimal transfer
scheme given π(D) = 1 takes the form

TD
z =

{
�u+

z
2+λ if f (z|D)

f(z|C) ≥ θ

0 otherwise,
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where θ is such that E[�uTD |D] = 0. Hence, we have that

E[uTD

A |D] = E

[
uT

D

A + uT
D

P

2

∣∣∣D]
= E

[
uA + uP

2

∣∣∣D]
−E

[
λ

2
|TD|

∣∣∣D]
= E

[
uA + uP

2

∣∣∣D]
− λ

2(2 + λ)
E[�u|D]�

In turn, using the fact that E[uA|C] = E[uP |C], we have that

E[uTD

A |C] = E[uA − (1 + λ)TD
z |C]

= E

[
uA + uP

2

∣∣∣C]
− 1 + λ

2 + λ

∫
Z
�u+

z 1f (z|D)/f (z|C)≥θf (z|C)dz�

Let us show that as n grows large, the corresponding threshold θn grows arbitrarily large
as well. Indeed, for any s > 0, define

H(s) ≡
∫
z∈Z

�uzf (z|D)dz −
∫
z∈Z

�u+
z 1f (z|D)/f (z|C)>sf (z|D)dz�

The term H(s) is increasing in s and threshold θ is defined by the equation H(θ)= 0. We
now show that for any s > 0, as n grows large, H(s) < 0. Indeed

H(s) ≤ −
∫
z∈Z

(uA − uP)
−fn(z|D)dz +

∫
z∈Z

(uA − uP)
+1fn(z|D)/fn(z|C)<sfn(z|D)dz

≤ −
∫
z∈Z

(uA − uP)
−fn(z|D)dz + Tmax × prob

(
fn(z|D)

fn(z|C)
< s

∣∣∣D)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

→0 as n→∞

�

where we used the assumption that maxz |�uz| ≤ Tmax. This implies that θn must grow
arbitrarily large as n goes to infinity.

Noting that∫
z∈Z

�u+
z 1fn(z|D)/fn(z|C)≥θnfn(z|C)dz =

∫
z∈Z

�u+
z 1fn(z|D)/fn(z|C)≥θn

fn(z|C)

fn(z|D)
fn(z|D)dz

≤ Tmax

θn
�

it follows that as n grows large, E[uTD

A |C] converges to E[(uA + uP)/2|C]. Hence, when-

ever E[uA+uP |C]−E[uA+uP |D]>−λ/(2+λ)E[�u|D], for n large enough, Efn [uTDA |C]−
Efn [uTDA |D]> 0. This contradicts the existence of an equilibrium such that π(D) = 1. �

Proof of Proposition 3. Point (i) is immediate. If π(D) = 1, the principal’s optimal
transfer scheme maximizes

−λE[|Tz||C] − δαE[|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz||C] − (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)|E[Tz|C]|� (15)
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Since δ < λ/(α(2 + λ)), expression (15) is maximized for a transfer scheme T ≡ 0. Player
A’s expected payoffs satisfy E[uA|C] < E[uA|D] and her best response is to play D.
Hence, (π�T) with π(D) = 1 and T = 0 is an equilibrium.

Consider environments (Zn� fn)n∈N consistent with payoff structure (U�f|U) and ap-
proaching perfect monitoring.

For a given environment (Z� f ), the optimal transfer scheme given π(C) = 1 takes
the form

TC
z =

{
−�u−

z
2+λ if f (z|C)

f (z|D) ≥ θ

0 otherwise,

where θ is chosen so that E[�uTC |C] = 0. Hence player A’s payoffs conditional on ac-
tions C and D are

E[uTC

A |C] = E

[
uT

C

A + uT
C

P

2

∣∣∣C]
= E

[
uA + uP

2

∣∣∣C]
−E

[
λ

2
|TC |

∣∣∣C]
= E

[
uA + uP

2

∣∣∣C]
− λ

2(2 + λ)
E[�u|C]�

In turn, using the fact that E[uA|D] = E[uP |D], we have that

E[uTC

A |D] = E[uA − TC |D] = E

[
uA + uP

2

∣∣∣D]
+ 1

2 + λ

∫
Z
�u−

z 1f (z|C)/f (z|D)≥θf (z|D)dz�

Let us show that as n grows large, threshold θn grows arbitrarily large as well. Indeed,
for any s > 0, define

H(s) ≡
∫
z∈Z

�uzf (z|C)dz +
∫
z∈Z

�u−
z 1f (z|C)/f (z|D)>sf (z|C)dz�

The term H(s) is decreasing in s and threshold θ is defined by the equation H(θ) = 0.
We now show that for any s > 0, as n grows large, H(s) > 0. Indeed

H(s) ≥
∫
z∈Z

(uA − uP)
+fn(z|C)dz −

∫
z∈Z

(uA − uP)
−1fn(z|C)/fn(z|D)<sfn(z|C)dz

≥
∫
z∈Z

(uA − uP)
+fn(z|C)dz + Tmax × prob

(
fn(z|C)

fn(z|D)
< s

∣∣∣C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

→0 as n→∞

�

This implies that θn must grow arbitrarily large as n goes to infinity.
Noting that∫
z∈Z

�u−
z 1fn(z|C)/fn(z|D)≥θnfn(z|D)dz =

∫
z∈Z

�u+
z 1fn(z|D)/fn(z|C)≥θn

fn(z|C)

fn(z|D)
fn(z|D)dz

≤ Tmax

θn
�
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it follows that as n grows large, E[uTC

A |D] converges to E[(uA + uP)/2|D]. Hence, when-
ever E[uA+uP |C]−E[uA+uP |D]>−λ/(2+λ)E[�u|C], for n large enough, Efn [uTCA |C]−
Efn [uTCA |D]> 0. This implies that there exists an equilibrium such that π(D) = 1. �

A.4 Proofs for Section 6

Proof of Proposition 4. We begin with point (i). It follows from Lemma 3 that for all
z ∈Z, transfer Tπ

z must solve

max
Tz

−λ|Tz| − δα|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz|

+ [(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)[π(D|z)−π(C|z)] −μDπ(D|z)+μCπ(C|z)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡γz

Tz�

with max{μC�μD} ≤ (1 − δ)α(2 + λ). We have that Tz > 0 if and only if γz ≥ λ −
δα(2 + λ) > 0. Coefficient γz satisfies

γz = [2(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)−μC −μD]π(D|z)− (1 − δ)α(2 + λ)+μC

≤ 2(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)π(D|z)�

Hence, a necessary condition to have Tz > 0 is that

π(D|z) ≥ λ− δα(2 + λ)

2(1 − δ)α(2 + λ)
⇐⇒ f (z|D)

f(z|C)
≥ 1

�

π(C)

π(D)
�

Using the Bienaymé–Chebyshev inequality, this implies that

prob(Tπ
z > 0|D)≤ �

π(D)

π(C)
E

[
f (z|D)

f(z|C)

∣∣∣D]
� (16)

Inequality (16) implies bounds on the frequency with which action C can be sus-
tained in equilibrium. Take π and the induced transfer scheme Tπ as given. Player A

chooses to cooperate if and only if E[uTπ

A |C] ≥ E[uTπ

A |D]. Briefly dropping the π super-
script on transfers, this is equivalent to∫

z∈Z

(
uA − 1 + λ

2 + λ
T+
z + T−

z

)
f (z|C)dz ≥

∫
z∈Z

(
uA − 1 + λ

2 + λ
T+
z + T−

z

)
f (z|D)dz�

Hence, action C is incentive compatible if and only if,

−
∫
z∈Z

1 + λ

2 + λ
T+
z [f (z|C)− f (z|D)]dz︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡K0

+
∫
z∈Z

T−
z [f (z|C)− f (z|D)]dz︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡K1

≥
∫
z∈Z

uA[f (z|D)− f (z|C)]dz�
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We establish upper bounds on K0 and K1:

K0 ≤ 1 + λ

2 + λ

∫
z∈Z

T+
z f (z|D)dz ≤ Tmax prob(Tz > 0|D)

≤ Tmax�
π(D)

π(C)
E

[
f (z|D)

f(z|C)

∣∣∣D]
�

From Lemma 3 we know that
∫
Z[�uz + (2 +λ)(T−

z −T+
z )]f (z|C)dz ≤ 0. This implies

that

K1 ≤ − 1
2 + λ

E[�u|C] +
∫
z∈Z

T+
z f (z|C)dz�

Using Bienaymé–Chebyshev results and noting that E[f (z|D)/f (z|C)|C] = 1, we obtain
that

K1 ≤ − 1
2 + λ

E[�u|C] + Tmax
π(D)

π(C)
��

Altogether, this implies that a necessary condition for action C to be incentive compati-
ble is

π(D)

π(C)
�Tmax

(
1 +E

[
f (z|D)

f(z|C)

∣∣∣D])
≥ E[uA|D] −E[uA|C] + 1

2 + λ
E[�u|C]�

This concludes the proof of point (i).
We now turn to the proof of point (ii). Fix some interior value π(C) ∈ (0�1). We de-

note Tπ�n the corresponding transfer scheme in environment (Zn� fn). We first establish
the following property of transfer schemes Tπ�n as n grows large: for all ε > 0, there exists
N > 0 large enough such that for all n ≥N ,

|E[�uTπ�n |C]| ≤ ε

|E[�uTπ�n |D]| ≤ ε

prob(z s.t. Tπ�n
z /∈ [−�u−

z �0]|a= C) ≤ ε

prob(z s.t. Tπ�n
z /∈ [0��u+

z ]|a=D) ≤ ε�

Consider the principal’s value function V (a�T). Transfer schemes T̂D and T̂ C (which
may differ from schemes TC and TD defined in footnote 24) respectively solve
maxT V (D�T) and maxT V (C�T) if and only if

|E[�uT̂C |C]| = 0

|E[�uT̂D |D]| = 0
(17)

prob(z s.t. T̂ C
z /∈ [−(�uz)

−�0]|a= C) = 0

prob(z s.t. T̂D
z /∈ [0� (�uz)+]|a=D) = 0�

Furthermore keeping distribution over payoffs (uA�uP) constant, one can pick respec-
tive solutions T̂ C and T̂D that are independent of side information x and of index n.
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For any T , the principal’s value function is

V (π�T) =
∑

a∈{C�D}
π(a)V (a�T)�

Let TCD�n be defined by

TCD�n
z =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
T̂ C
z if fn(z|C)

fn(z|D) ≥ 2

T̂D
z if fn(z|D)

fn(z|C) ≥ 2

0 otherwise.

For any a ∈ {C�D} (denoting by ¬a the other action) we have that

V (a�TCD�n) ≥ V (a� T̂ a)− [λ+ α(2 + λ)]
∫
Z

|TCD�n − T̂ a|fn(z|a)dz

≥ V (a� T̂ a)− 2Tmax[λ+ α(2 + λ)]prob
(

fn(z|a)
fn(z|¬a)

< 2
∣∣∣a)

�

By optimality of Tπ�n, V (π�Tπ�n) ≥ V (π�TCD�n). Using the fact that as n grows to
infinity, prob(fn(z|a)/fn(z|¬a) < 2|a) goes to zero, we obtain that

lim inf
n→∞

∑
a∈{C�D}

π(a)V (a�Tπ�n)≥
∑

a∈{C�D}
π(a)V (a� T̂ a)�

Hence, since π(C) ∈ (0�1) is fixed, for n sufficiently large, we have that Tπ�n must ap-
proximately solve maxT V (C�T) and maxT V (D�T), which implies that there exists N

sufficiently large such that for all n ≥N ,

|E[�uTπ�n |C]| ≤ ε

|E[�uTπ�n |D]| ≤ ε

prob(z s.t. Tπ�n
z /∈ [−�u−

z �0]|a= C) ≤ ε

prob(z s.t. Tπ�n
z /∈ [0��u+

z ]|a=D) ≤ ε�

Otherwise, one could extract sequences of transfer schemes Tπ�n converging to solu-
tions of maxT V (D�T) and maxT V (C�T) that do not satisfy (17).

Since uTA = (uTA+uTP )/2+�uT /2, player A’s choice under transfer scheme Tπ�n solves

max
a∈{C�D}

E(uT
π�n

A |a) = 1
2
E(uA + uP − λ|Tπ�n||a)+ 1

2
E[�uTπ�n |a]�

We know that for any ε > 0, |E[�uTπ�n |a]| ≤ ε for n large enough. Furthermore, by as-
sumption, E[uA + uP |C] − λ/(2 + λ)E[|uA − uP ||C] > E[uA + uP |D]. Altogether, this
implies that for n large enough, transfer Tπ�n induces the agent to take action C. By
continuity of mapping n, this implies that πn(C) ≥ π(C). Since π was chosen arbitrar-
ily, this implies that limn→∞ πn(C) = 1. Since Tπn�n solves maxT V (πn�T), it follows that
transfers approach ex ante efficiency as n goes to infinity. �
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A.5 Proofs for Section 7

Proof of Proposition 5. Transfer scheme TO is the unique minimizer of the term

−λ

∫
z∈Z

|Tz|fπ(z)dz − δα

∫
z∈Z

|�uz − (2 + λ)Tz|fπ(z)dz

in expression (3). In addition, for this transfer policy, we have by construction that
E[�uTO |D] = E[�uTO |C] = 0, which implies that the term

−(1 − δ)α
∑

a∈{C�D}

∣∣∣∣∫
z∈Z

[�uz − (2 + λ)Tz]π(a|z)fπ(z)dz

∣∣∣∣
in objective function (3) is also minimized.33 Hence, TO is indeed the unique minimizer
of V (π� ·) for every distribution π.

We now establish that generically with respect to payoffs, E[uTO

A |C] − E[uTO

A |D] �= 0.

By continuity it follows that if E[uTO

A |C] −E[uTO

A |D] �= 0 for payoff functions uA, uP , then

E[ûTO

A |C] −E[ûTO

A |D] �= 0 for all sufficiently close payoff functions of ûA, ûP . Inversely, if

E[uTO

A |C] − E[uTO

A |D] = 0, pick ε > 0, and keeping the distribution over z ∈ Z constant,
consider the modified payoffs ûA and ûP defined by

ûA(z) = uA(z)+ ε� ûP(z) = uP(z)+ ε if f (z|C) ≥ f (z|D)

ûA(z) = uA(z)− ε� ûP(z) = uP(z)− ε if f (z|C) < f(z|D)�

By construction, it follows that E[ûTO

A |C] −E[ûTO

A |D]> 0, which concludes the proof. �

Proof of Corollary 2. Under transfer scheme TO , by construction uT
O

A = uT
O

P , so

that uT
O

A = (uT
O

A + uT
O

P )/2 = (uA + uP − λ|TO|)/2. Hence, any action aO that solves

maxa∈{C�D}E(uT
O

A |a) must also maximize S(a�TO)= E(uA + uP − 2u− λ|TO||a). �
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